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Teachers differentiate instruction through a variety of different ways: Flexible grouping. It is best when based on a student's personal interest (say, advanced)

DIFFERENTIATING INSTRUCTION - Uwi.edu Effective teachers have been differentiating instruction for as long as teaching. make the necessary connections for learning to occur in the best possible way.
Teachers don't always have time to plan classes that use differentiated instruction. Read these 20 strategies and examples, along with a download, to help.

Because the differentiated instruction strategy allows students to process your lesson content individually, in a small group and in a large group, it caters to your classroom's range of learning and personality types.

7. Make Time for Journaling.

A journal can be a tool for students to reflect on the lessons you've taught and activities you've run, helping them process new information. A student must show how the product will meet academic standards, and be open to your revisions. If the pitch doesn't meet your standards, tell the student to refine the idea until it does. Keywords: Differentiated instruction, Teacher education, Tertiary institution.

1. Introduction.

Recent research suggests that while graduates from teacher education institutions in Trinidad and Tobago generally understand the concept of differentiated instruction, they often experience difficulty integrating content, process, and product differentiation in their classrooms (Joseph, 2013). This difficulty may be a result of the failure of teacher preparation institutions to expose prospective teachers to differentiated instruction through classroom teaching and modelling. Given government's Start by marking ÒHow the Best Teachers Differentiate InstructionÓ as Want to Read: Want to Read saving Ò Want to Read. What is differentiated instruction and why do we differentiate? Know your students Management for differentiated instruction 12 ways to differentiate And more! ...more. Get A Copy. Amazon.